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Japanese consul general visits CDC offices

Karachi: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi headed by Odagiri Toshio San, the consul general of Japan in Karachi, visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC).

Representatives of the well-known Japanese merchant firm and leading Pakistan businessmen also attended the event.

John M. Piracha, Chairman of CDC, welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term relations between Japan and Pakistan while stressing the need to foster greater ties in business and trade initiatives.

Naiidetha Ashir, CEO CDC, presented an overview of the Pakistan capital market landscape and CDC’s role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depository Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese consul general Odagiri Toshio had a roundtable discussion on the achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “it is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public-Private Partnerships.”

Muhammad Ali, Chairman Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSE) also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress.

The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Mr. Ashraf Khan, Chairman Pakistan Stock Exchange and Irfan Siddiqui, President Meeza Bank Limited.
Pakistan-Japan trade discussed
By our correspondent

KARACHI: A delegation from Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) on Wednesday to discuss bilateral relations between the two countries, a statement said.

Representatives from Pakistan-Japan Business Forum (PJBF) and leading Pakistani corporates also attended the event.

Moin M. Firda, Chairman CDC, welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between the two countries while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives.

Badruddin Akber, CEO-CDC, presented an overview of the Pakistan capital market landscape and CDC’s role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese capital market.

Speaking on the occasion, Odagiri Toshio San said, “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”
A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporations also attended this event.

Mr. Moin M. Fadda, Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Badiuddin Akbar, CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market. Japanese Consul General Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market.

He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Kalim Farooqui – Chairman, Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PBJF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress.
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KARACHI: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honorable Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event. Mr. Moin M.uddin, Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives.

Mr. Badruddin Akber, CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Centre Inc. (JASDEC). which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market. Japanese Consul General Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market.

He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.” Mr. Kalim Fauqiki, Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress.
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KARACHI: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honorable Odagiri Tohio Sun, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended the event.

Mr. Moin M. Faqir-Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Badruddin Akber-CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC's key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depository Center Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC's counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odagiri Tohio Sun lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistan Capital Market. He said that “it is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Kallim Parooqui-Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBIF) also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamsudd Ahmadi-Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui - President Meezan Bank Limited.
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Karachi: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi, visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event. Mr. Main M. Fuuda, Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives.

Mr. Badruddin Akber - CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JAS-DEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market. Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistan Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”
جاپانی قو نصل جزل - نے کی ذیلی کی کاہو دیکیا

08 جنوری 2022

کرائے (بینگ نیوز) جاپانی قو نصل جزل اور ایکی قو نصل جزل ساتنے کے سری اور سلسلہ میں دیکھی جا رہی ہے کہ کیذی کی کاہو دیکیا۔ جیسے کہ میں کہ میں اکھاں کرائے ہیں۔ جاپانی قو نصل جزل ساتنے کے پاسوں کی کمک سے۔

فادہ جاپانی اور پاکستان کے خصوصی کامیابیوں کے نتیجے پر تحریکی اتفاقات کو فروغ و بہبود پیدا کریں۔ جاپانی قو نصل جزل ساتنے پاسوں کی کمک

مزید تفصیل میں خط ہے جاپانی قو نصل جزل ساتنے کے ذیلی کی کاہو دیکیا کے کرائے دوسرے رواج
آئوبیس

کریم محبوب نے خود بیان کیا کہ یہ تجربہ اس کی خواہش کی ہے کہ اس کے خلاف جنگ مہم کا مقدمہ کیا جائے۔

کئی دنوں سے قومی دفاعی جمہوریت منفعت میں سیکڑنگ رہی ہے۔ کچھ لوگ کہا کہ کیا ہماری ہتھیاروں کی کمی سے بچنے کے لئے معاونت میں اہمیت ہے۔

کریم نے ایک بار اپنے گروہ کے ساتھ یہ بتایا کہ ہمارا معاونت کا حصول کیا جائے۔

کئی لوگوں نے اپنی نظریہ کا اظہار کیا کہ ہماری معاونت کا حصول کیا جائے۔
Daily Nai Baat

شمس روزانہ

نیپاہت

بینالہ تہوارتے ہیں

پر ابتدا 13 میل 1444 خرداد 2022-25 گرم 2079 پر
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ہماچل پردیش کے وزیر اعظم کی گنجی کا گھر کے سامنے خیال نہ ہو سکتا ہے جس کے لیے ہمارا مال کا حصول ہے۔
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Japanese Consulate delegation visits CDC Pakistan

December 3, 2022

MAHMOOD: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi visited Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) on Wednesday.

Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi headed the delegation. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. M. Fisada – Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between Japan and Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties in business and trade initiatives.

Baqhiul Azam – CEO CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JSDCC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistan Capital Market.

He said that “it is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Katsh Faisool – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape.

He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress.

The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamsul Ashar – Chairman Pakistan Stock Exchange and Irfan Siddiqui – President, Meezan Bank Limited.
Japanese Consul General in Karachi visits Central Depository Company

A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odagiri Fusako Son, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today, representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. Moiz M. Raza, Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Sadiaq Ahmad, CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odagiri Fusako San praised CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Kaanim Irroqui – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamsuddin Akhtar – Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irtan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.

Karachi, December 07: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honorary Odaign Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. Moh M. Fudda – Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Babuldin Akber – CEO CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JAGBEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odaign Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “it is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnership.”

Mr. Kailin Funnaj – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamshad Akhtar – Chairman Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.
Web Link: https://techx.pk/japanese-consul-general-in-karachi-visits-cdc/

A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Osagiri Toshiro San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi, visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. R. - Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between Japan and Pakistan while stressing the need to foster greater ties in business and trade initiatives.

Mr. - CEO CDC presented an overview of the Pakistani Capital Market landscape and CDC's key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities. While highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDCO), which is CDC's counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Mr. - Osagiri Toshiro San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistan's Capital Market. He said that “it is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public-Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Fareen - Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan's Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape.

He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent Industry leaders, including Dr. Shamsuddin Akhtar - Chairman Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Arif Siddiqui - President Naveen Bank Limited.
Japanese Consul General in Karachi visits Central Depository Company

Karachi, December 07: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. Moin M. Fudda – Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Badiuddin Akber – CEO-CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Kallim Farooqi – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PBJF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent Industry leaders, Including Dr. Shamshad Akhtar – Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.
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by Nevia Desk — December 7, 2022 in BUSINESS

A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odagiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended this event.

Mr. Moin M. Rudo — Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Backuddin Akber – CEO/CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odagiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Kamal Farooqui – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PBJF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamshad Akhtar – Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.
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Japanese Consul General in Karachi visits Central Depository Company

Published: 48 mins ago

Karachi, December 07, 2022: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odağiri Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended the event.

Mr. Moin M. Fuda – Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long-term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Basluuddin Akber – CEO CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odağiri Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.” Mr. Kallim Farooqui – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PJBF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamshad Akhtar – Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.
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By Khadi Naseem
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Karachi: A delegation from the Japanese Consulate in Karachi, headed by Honourable Odaogi Toshio San, Consul General of Japan in Karachi visited the Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) today. Representatives from Pakistan Japan Business Forum and leading Pakistani corporates also attended the event.

Mr. Moen M. Fazlul – Chairman CDC welcomed the delegation and spoke about the long term bilateral relations between Japan & Pakistan while stressing on the need to foster greater ties on business and trade initiatives. Mr. Badruddin Ali – CEO CDC presented an overview of the Pakistan Capital Market landscape and CDC’s key role in its development as an integral infrastructure institution that handles the settlement and custody of securities, while highlighting the association between CDC and Japan Securities Depositories Center, Inc. (JASDEC), which is CDC’s counterpart from the Japanese Capital Market.

Japanese Consul General Odaogi Toshio San lauded CDC on its achievements in transforming the Pakistani Capital Market. He said that “It is important to work further on bringing the two sides closer together for the benefit of both countries. Japan and Pakistan should bring together expertise and technology, particularly for bigger future projects through more effective Public Private Partnerships.”

Mr. Karim Farooqui – Chairman Pakistan Japan Business Forum (PBUF) – also applauded the efforts of CDC in the development of Pakistan’s Capital Market and highlighted that CDC has been a success story for Pakistan’s business landscape. He stressed on the need to scale up the efforts to strengthen the business ties between Pakistan and Japan for mutual benefit and progress. The event was attended by prominent industry leaders, including Dr. Shamsah Atahar – Chairperson Pakistan Stock Exchange and Mr. Irfan Siddiqui – President Meezan Bank Limited.